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Over 2,000 Cast Votes

KEG, Referendum
Score Big Wins In
Council Elections
BY REGALD B. SMITH
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR

Of these votes, 1377 (71%) were
received by Day. The remaining
556 votes (29%) were received
by Robert Fink, a Junior history major from Somerdale, N.
J., who ran independently for
this position.
Tonl Eastham, a freshman
English
major from Greenup
County, defeated Anne Watson,
a freshman from Louisville, for
the secretary's position. In this
contest, 1928 votes were cast,
1207 (63%) going to Miss Eastham, and 721 (37%) going to Miss
Watson.
Pat Newell, a Junior
Elementary education major from
Louisville, ran unopposed for
the treasurer's position,
receiving 1816 (89%) of the votes.

percent
of the full-time students. This Is In contrast with
the 2970 votes (45%) In the election last year, which saw a three
-way race for the council presidency.
Last year there were 13 candidates seeking council offices,
opposed to six this year.

Steve Wllborn was elected
to a second term as President
of the Student
Council
at
the
May
1
election.
wiiborn,
a
Junior
political science major from Shelby
County , ran unopposed for this
position. He received 1800 votes
The referndum which appeared
representing 89 per cent of the
on the ballot will be presented
2031 votes cast
to President Robert R. Martin
All of the "Keep Eastern Growand the Board of Regents as
ing" (KEG) party candidates were
soon as possible according to
elected to office. Those elected
Stave Wllborn. Wllborn said he
were: Nelll Day, vice-president;
would like to have it approved
Tonl Eastham, secretary; and Pat
tins spring, to take effect in the
Newell treasurer.
fall.
A referendum on student finanIf approved by the Board of
cial support of the council reRegents, the referendum will supceived strong support from these
port the council's proposed budstudents voting.
Interest in the election this get for the next school year. The
The referendum asked that year elicited response of 2031 proposed
council budget exstudents pay one dollar per voters, which represents
St ceeds 920.000.
semester for use in financing In
student council activities. The
results of the election Indicated
that 1297 (76%) favored the referendum, and 417 (24%) opposed
Its passage.
With only 1714
total votes (84%), fewer students
voted on this Issue than any other.

First Fraternity Pledge

Wiiborn Calls Press Conference

Rick Dyer (left), presents a check for *500
to Alumni Director J. W. Thurman on behalf
Pi Kappa Alpha, men's social fraternity
which was recently colonised. The money will
be used to aid In the construction of a nondemonlnatlonal Meditation Chapel on campus.

In the center is an artist's conception of the
chapel. At right are BUI Wall, PI Kappa Alpha
vice-president, and William Aiken, president
of the Alumni Association.
(Progress Phot by Bobby Whltlock)

Advisory Committee Releases Report

Troubled Dorm Director
Sam Manson, a dormitory director at Kentucky State whose
contract nan not been renewed, spoke out against the school's
administration earlier this wee*. Manson btemer the school
authorities for the "ruination" of many of the more than 100
students who were suspended from school. See story below.
(Progress Photo by Cralg Ammerman)

The Progress endorsed each
of the winning candidates, as
individuals, In the previous Issue. They also supported the
referendum.
The vlce-presldentlal
race,
won by Nelll Day, a Junior recreation administration major
from Lexington, drew 1933 votes.

UneasyPeaceTakesHold
At Kentucky State
passing cars with rocks In protest to the reported harrassment of a Negro coed by a white
man. The next day two automobile
showrooms had their display winschool^ SofSKlK**. -ashed by a large t
the grips of what is possibly ° State police were forced touse
Its most dangerous crisis since tear gas and force at different
the founding fathers turned the intervals of that Sunday night to
first spade of dirt some 82years calm the angry students.
ago.
The next mornlnga large group
An uneasy peace has settled of Negro students assembled at
over this central Kentucky colcampus entrance and denied
lege campus after three days of» the
admittance to white students, who
violence
In an early ^ prlse over 30 per cent of the
violence that
that resulted
resuuea.n*.,^.,

campus were reluctant to discuss
the dilemma that has gripped the
entire student body. Some refused to say anything for fear
they would be suspended. Those
who would talk declined to
ldentlfy themselves.
"The school gives us nothing
to do," one Negro coed said.
"They expect us to either study
or Just sit around, and that Just
breeds trouble.
"We can't voice our opinions,
because Its not worth getting
kicked out for. Why J ve got
only this semester and I'll be

X"oreShanWMUSS
pefided from school.
The first visible sign of trouble
Sime Wednesday, April 3, when
rebombs were hurled into the
college library. Later, that day,
unidentified persons set fire to
an athletic storage building, destroying Its stored equipment.
The college bookstore was looted that same day.
-n^iZme^Lmed to cool off
The campus MWMI to ooioii

~* ?.fre" ^ " * ""* ""
birth."
Another student talked about
an alleged lack of free speech
and press.
"The student government Is
gone, but that won t really hurt,
he said. "They couldn t do anything anyway. And our paper,
the dean of students has to read
all the articles before we can
print It."
A psychology- education pro-

BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
Kentucky Collegiate
Press Service
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky

.

enrollment.
That was when school officials
called a halt, dismissing the
students three days early for
Easter vacation.
In the intervening period between that time and April 22 when
classes resumed, more than 100
students were suspended from
school. Included in that number
were all but two members of
We current student council and
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ councU_elect.

£ when scents gathered' at the Somt.have bm re-admitted.
campus perimeter and peltered
Students who remained
on

►i,
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BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
PROGRESS MANAGING EDITOR
Student government President
Steve Wllborn, In a. surprise
move, called n press conference
today and released the report'of
the student advisory committee
be chaired dealing with student
lights and responsibilities.
By doing so Wllborn hoped
to receive a stronger reception from the Student Affairs
Committee" by making the report
public than If it had not been
released.
The
report of the advisory
committee dwells
upon ten
separate aspects of student life
at Eastern, and is accompanied
by materials which support the
view stated In the report,
However, the committee noted
"the strong interrelation among
au tne ideas and principles permeeting the various parts of student life."
The committee's Initial part
delved Into codification of regulatlons concerning student behavu>r where it said, "No student
snaH be liable for disciplinary
reprisal concerning any action
whlch & „<* specifically problbitod."

nary action by the University
for the alleged or real violation
of any local or state law," the
report said concerning double
Jeopardy. "This is meant to in-elude the policy of substituting

University action in place of lo-,
cat or state action.
<-N0 student shall, because of
social behavior or financial mattera be penalised lathe academic
realm of his life on campus."

The report cited the "strong
need for a Student- Evaluation of
the faculty."
"The University should, If
possible, provide housing facilities as a service to the student,
however, no student can be forced to live on campus or In any
specific type housing off campus," the report said concerning
the landlord-tenant relationship.
The report said "all matters
affecting behavior of students
shall be Involved by and Implemented through the legislative
branch of the student governAmong all universities Murray ment." It also said, "The stuState University has the most dent press shall be Independent
restrictive hours policy and the from all censorship and shall
University of Louisville has the become financially and legally
conmost generous. The average responsible for Its own
hours for all university women tinuation."
on all evenings are:

The committee's report on the
University as supervisor of student organizations and activities
differed in many categories with
existing policy.
It said, "Student organizations
may be requested to file a statement of purpose. . .they are responsible to the legislative body
(Ooattnei on Page Six)

Survey Reveals That
EKU Women's Hours
Below State Average

Milestone Set
To Arrive Soor

Hours for students has become
a leading Issue on Eastern's
campus. For the past three
weeks the "Letters to the Editor" column has devoted space
to letters discussing this Issue.

John
Brassfield
Business
Manager of the 1968 Milestone
anticipates
that
the
1968
Milestone will arrive on campus
around May 14. Distribution Is
tentatively set for May 15.
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Paul Revere's Raiders
Headline May 13 Show

(See "Letters to the Editor" column this week for
four letters discussing this
lubject.)

Anticipating the dialogue,
Progress news writer Kathy Hellen sent hours policies questionnaires to collegiate newspaper colleagues at every instiConcerning the much - de- tution of higher education In
bated principle of "in loco par- Kentucky. She received reentl8». a, committee cited the
sponses from 18 of the 33 solicitKentucky statute that states all
ed.
persons of age 18 are of the age
^ majority. 'It Is not only ofTaken as a whole, six unifenslve but Indeed Irrelevant that versities or colleges have a more
virtues
of
certain
policies
tbt
restrictive hours policy than
Should be extolled merely to
Eastern and eight have a more
appease the alleged desires ln- liberal policy. The average time
nerent in the parents of the Eaatfor all women to report to their
Kentucky University stu- dormitories at the 18 Instituern
.nta#
tions on all evenings Is 10:50
"No student shall be subjugat- p.m. Eastern's overall average
ed^oj^prtmand^nd/or^dUclpU^ is 10:40 p.m.

Average Women's Hours
at Universities.
10:30 p.m.
Murray
10:40 p.m.
Eastern
11:05 p.m.
Western
Average
11:15 p.m.
Morehead
11:20 p.m.
Paul Revere and the Raiders
U. of K.
11:50 p.m.
featuring
Mark Lindsay will
12:15 p.m. headline the forthcoming conU. of L.
The average hours for other cert on campus. The Dick Clark
colleges responding to the gues- production will be May 13th at
tlonnaire Indicated a range from
p.m. in Alumni Coliseum.
8:20 p.m. at St. Catherine Col- 8:00
Other groups and individuals
lege to 12:00 p.m. at Centre
performing will be Tommy Roe,
College.
Keith Allison, George McCannon
(See page 6 for a den The Napolenolc Wars The
tailed breakdown of womBubble Gum Machine ana The
en's hours In Kentucky
Exiles. All acts excluding The
colleges and universities.)
Exiles are currently on tour for
Anbury College In Wllmore Is
the only Institution of higher Clark.
education Indicating hours for
The Raiders have been a popmen. They are the same hours ular solid rock group for nearas those for women.
ly three years.
Their career
The respondent from the began.with Dick Clark when he
Southeastern Christian College decided to. feature them on his
in Winchester notes that men TV show "Where The Action
la." The group soon gained na-T8*)

A

A Report On Kentucky College Pagers

tional prominence In the field
of
rock and roll from their
television performance.
The group has made nanny
changes along the way, but out
of the 27 Raiders the five now
comprising the group are the
most famous.
Their success
Is hailed by the broadcasting
media as unprecedented-In the
first four months of 1967 they
received four gold albums.
Tickets for the performance
are students, $2.50 all others
including the gate $3.00. They
can be purchased In Richmond
at the Campus Bookstore. Jerry's
the Business Office and tht
Colonel.
In Lexington tickets
will be. sold at Variety records
on the Mail, and Main Records
on Main Street.

Student Press Not Free Or Responsible
This Is the first of two articles oa the state
ef the student press In the Common wealth.
written by the preeideat of the Kentucky
laterrollrgtate Press Association la conjunction with statewide Scholastic Publications Week.
I
By John A. Zeh
•
Kentucky Collegiate Press Service
Late last semester, the editor of The
Asbury Collegian prepared an editorial saying pointedly that the central Kentucky
school might be "headed for years of academic mediocrity." The lengthy essay,
signed by seven student leaders, documented
the charge by noting an exodus of top professors and the discontent and inexperience
among the remaining faculty. A basic
cause, said the editorial, was too much
entphasis on the spiritual rather than the
academic.
Two members of Asbury Colleges faculty
Publications Committee weren't pleased
when they learned of the editorial. They
diove to Lexington and yanked it from the
printer's hands. The editor substituted an

•JMsaji^Ksj^^:;:.:^

editorial he had on hand for emergencies;
its title was "Censorship and the Student
Press."
This editorial put forth a standard argument against control of the student press—
a philosophy shared by Asbury's board of
trustees. It had indicated disfavor of the
censorship imposed earlier by the school
president, and sought to eliminate it altogether. The board ultimately fired the president, partly because of his attitude twoard
the campus press.
The Asbury incident is significant because it includes the two points crucial to
any discussion of the student press—freedom and responsibility. The Collegian's
stand on an important issue—the quality of
education—exemplifies the new responsibility being practiced by better student papers. The censorship indicates the creeping
suppression still plaguing most student
newspapers.
Making generalizations about Kentucky

college newspapers is not easy; they are
as diverse as the institutions they serve.
But one thing is obvious. The campus press
in this state fits the national pattern: On
the whole, it is neither free, nor responsible.
But gains are being made.
What follows is a combination of impressions based on my experience as president of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association (1967-68) and attitudes formed
while working on the University of Kentucky Kernel for three years and from
research. This is a report on the state of
the student press in Kentucky, and the
reasons for improvement.
To be "responsible" a contemporary student newspaper must do more than adhere to
journalistic principles of fairness, accuracyand truthful I ness. It must cover and comment upon news of relevance to its readers, who are now more than ever concerned
with, and caught up in, the world around
them.

The Reknowned Raiders
Paul Revere and the Raiders will headline
a Dick Clark Production that will appear
in Alumni Coliseum Monday night. May 13.

(Coathmed an Pago Fire)

Richmonds Exiles. The Bubble Gum Machine,
Tommy Roe, George McCannon and Keith
Allison will also appear. (Photo Submitted)
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«n editor
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■**• F*»*
faahlona editor
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research editor.
Nuey Carol Phelos. Gayle Schtoss
exchaore editor
■ »>■■» MBPI—M
editorial art—tots
Robert Bell ,Mlke Hack
■dvlaer
Mr. Glen
taUve of the University, f acuity or student body.

A Question of Trust

Kentucky State Needs Rapport
Many would say that the unrest at Kentucky State College is only part of the general unrest on all campuses across the nation. But the exact reasons for the unrest
there are fuzzy.
What are the reasons?
Racial problems are the recurring theme
on a large number of campuses, but at Kentucky State this reason can be counted out.
With a 30 per cent white student body,
Kentucky State has not had any real prob-

Painting of Statue
A Childish Act
Who decided to paint the statue of
Daniel Boone?
Who stood by and watched this act of
wanton vandalism? Here was an excellent
opportunity for all of these responsible Eastern students to exercise their adult minds.
Surely someone witnessed the painting of
the statue. But, how many students made
an attempt to stop this vandalism? How
many students are willing to identify the
persons responsible?
The answer to these questions can be
answered without hesitation—NONE!

lems. Maybe this is because all but two
of the white students live off campus, in
any case the negro-white relationship there
cannot be blamed for the outburst of violence.
Kentucky State students say that their
rules are not fair and that they want better ones. This could indeed be cause for student unrest. But this reason becomes weak
also in light of the fact that a recent list
of grievances presented by the student government to the administration met with approval and was passed. The same night the
administration approved these changes a
field house was burned by some students.
Why?
The most given reasons by faculty, student or administrator at Kentucky State
missed the mark. Some missed the real
reason innocently, others simply avoid putting it into words.
From our perspective we identified the
problem at Kentucky State as lack of
rapport. Rapport between the student
body and the administration.
Rapport is setting down as a student and
discussing freely the problems of the students with the dean of students or even the
president of the institution.
Rapport is also composed in part of trust.

A trust which encourages an uncensored student press on campus as long as that press
excercises responsibility in the performance
of its journalistic charge. A newspaper that
says what the students feel and not what
censors may want others to think they feel.
Trust also means that student organizations can meet privately and at will without
the presence or or sanction of any administrator provided it is a recognized campus
organization.
Basically, it seems that the problem at
Kentucky State is one of atmosphere. A
college atmosphere should be one which is
condusive to student initiative. One which
provides the opportunity for students to
become adults by being trusted to carry out
adult responsibilities. This means an atmosphere where students will be stimulated to
obtain a quality education and a place where
they may learn to cope with and solve
the problems of life.
At Kentucky State there does not seem
to be an atmosphere condusive to learning
and initiative. The situation will only become better when the students and the college begin working together. It will only
become better when the students are treated
as adults and are given the opportunity to
exercise adult responsibilities.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
right do the Progress editors, in their position hours has taken the position that women should
as representing all students at Eastern, Judge
be required to sign out because of the possibility
of an emergency occurring at home.
their peers? It seems to us that they have no
According to Mr. Ostrom's "logic" male sturight to place other students at a disadvantage.
The Eastern Progresse is not the exclusive prop- dents, the faculty, administrators and all members of the Eastern Kentucky University comerty of the editors, it Is the property of all
munity should also be required to sign out so
Eastern students, Including those whom the
that they can be contacted In the event of an
Progress failed to endorse.
We have no quarrel with the endorsement of emergency. (Unices Mr. Ostrom assumes that'
The Editor:
Fate is partial to women.) •
It Is becoming increasingly apparent that Steve Wilborn and Pat Newell, they have no
However, Mr. Ostrom should realize that Fate
we as members of society, and tat particular as student opponents, but the other two candidates
does not discriminate between the sexes, that
members of the college community, must recog- do have opponents and the Eastern Progress has
emergencies can and do affect all of us. Should
taken a liberty that it never had. In the race
nise the rights and privileges of every Individual.
for Secretary of the Council the "Editorial we Uisref on organize our lives in such a manIt has always been a realisation that to protect
Board" it seems, could find no fault with candione's own rights and freedom the rights and date Ann Watson other than "She wasn't la atfreedom of every individual must be secured. If
ence that would be!
rules and regulations are necessary to pro- tendance at the Tuesday meeting" of the EdiWe believe the real Issue here la whether or
tors!
Board.
WHAT
AUDACITY!
tect the rights and freedom of any group of
not the University wants to permit the continuIt
is,
It
seems
to
us,
unwise
and
unfair
policies
Individuals then these rules and regulations
as this that earns the Eastern Progress ance of a double standard which limits the
should be applicable to everyone, not discrimin- such
the name that many Eastern students apply to rights of the women but not those of the men.
atory to anyone.
The double standard regarding dormitory hours
It — "The Eastern Regress.''
Is a reflection of a more pervasive double standIn a recent letter addressed openly to the
C. Alton Muncy
ard on general sexual morality that permeates
women of Eastern's campus the author clearly
Randall L. Carter
our society. Men are expected to be experienced
missed facing the apparent objective. He wrote
sexually when approaching marriage whereas
on the premise that emergency situations arise
women are not. Moreover, sex indulgence by
only for the female students on this campus.
men is view as an asset whereas the same beIt might be asked of this author, how would
Dear Sirs:
havior by women is regarded as a liability.
the parents locate any male student In an emIn last weeks issue of the Eastern Progress,
The rationale given for the double standard
ergency situation?
there was a letter printed that does violence to
on dormitory hours is that llberaUzauon would
If any member of our college community feels truth. Intelligence, and Justice. I am of course
lead to female promiscuity and perhaps unthe need to have a higher authority than himrefering to the letter sent by Mr. Ralph Ostrom
wanted pregnancies. It would seem that women
self regulate his or her private life, by all means, concerning the need for women students to sign
can become pregnant only after 10 p.m. on weektot them be voluntarily subordinate to the adout
days and 1 a.m. on week ends. (To our limited
ministration. The administration would do a
If the University needed this Information so knowledge of human physiology, nature does
justice to every member of our university should
that one could be notified if an emergency arose, not respect anyone's particular calendar for
they revise or disband completely the system
why are women students the only ones to conception.)
now surpresslng our women students.
benefit from this valuable service? If his arguMr. Ostrom, without apparently recognizing
I hope that Ralph K. Ostrom, Jr. does not
ment Is valid, then the men students at this It, la reacting to the prevalent double sexual
mind if members of the masculine gender read
University are being deprived of a service they standard which permeates our society's thinkand reply to a letter which was directed spehave paid for but have yet to receive.
ing.
cifically to the women of Eastern. I trust he
The example of the "double standard" Is well
It is difficult to argue that adult female sturealises this is a problem to be faced by every
defined here. What is suitable for men is not dents should not have the same civil rights as
student at Eastern, not the women alone. I
suitable for women. The reasons for signing men considering the fact that they won their
would like to draw attention once again to Miss
out have little to do with family emergencies, right-to vote In 1020 and were assured of all
Aiken's and Miss Smith's request, "If anyone can
but rather to satisfy a somewhat warped sense their other Inalienable rights In the recent
suggest valid reasons why females should be
of morality and to gratify a craving need for 1064 dvll rights act The elimination of the
discriminated against please present them to
authority. As students we must live with this, double standard on our campus may not mathe PROGRESS so that we may took Into
terialise overnight, but It will in all probabut lets not fool ourselves by Justifying the unthem."
justifiable. Let us not accept faulty reasons bility arrive. The country seems to be moving
Louis J. Volk, Jr.
handed down to us so often, for so long. If we In this direction.
are going to live in an "academic" envtomment,
Nicholas P. Peterson
Joel H. Horowitz
let us search for reason, not rationalisation.
David C. Lowe
Foster 308
Department of Sociology
Palmer Hall
Dear Editor:
As students at EKU we must take strong
exception to the policy and precedent set by
the Progress in its endorsement of candidates
Dear Editor:
for Student Association offices last week, 90
In reference to Mr. Ostrom's letter advocatApril 1M8. In doing so we raise this question:
ing women sign-out policy I would like to pose
Is it fair for a student publication, published In
the following questions:
the interests of and for all students, to take Dear Editor:
1. Can a rare personal Incident (his date was
sides in a student election. By what right does
Mr. Ostrom Jr. In a reply (April 25, 1»«8)
able to be contacted after a death In the family
the "Editorial Board" set itself up as Judge and to a letter to the editor by Miss Alken and because she signed out) substantiate the mansay this candidate la best qualified? By what Miss Smith pertaining to the removal of student
The Eastern Progress takes the trouble
to print all totters . . . irrespective of
merit, sad eves whea they appear to be gang
tackling.

Women's Hours

More Women's Hours

It seems rather confusing to this writer.
Why would supposedly intelligent persons
take the time to commit such a foolish act ?
What purpose could possibly be given for
taking the time to paint Daniel Boone's face
and hands. The whole act is seemingly out
of context. It would more likely occur on a
high school campus — but a university!
Ridiculous!
There is the slightest chance that this act
was not committed by EKU students, but it
is improbable that it was carried out without
at least one Eastern student witnessing it.
The more frequently adolescent behavior
manifests itself on our campus, the less likely the chances are of Eastern's students being
treated as adults.
Do we really want more chances to exercise our own judgement? If we do, then
let us begin by assuming the responsibility
which is ours as citizens in an academic
community.
As for the persons who did the painting ... well they are to be pitied.

Endorsement Opposed
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Pi Alpha Kappa
Sets Example
A low bow goes out to Pi Alpha Kappa
(colony, the first EKU fraternity to reach
that first important step on the road to membership in the national organization.
It seems that Pi Alpha Kappa, or Alpha
Kappa Pi as it was known before, is the leader among social organizations on campus.
They were the oaly group to purchase
a full-page ad in the Progress supplement,
published during Thanksgiving vacation to
honor the football and cross-country squads.
Pi Alpha Kappa is also the only social fraternity to make a formal pledge ($300) to
the Student Chapel fund. Which brings us
to a problem question: Where are the other
fraternities and sororities who have been
saying they were going to contribute to the
Chapel Fund?
As many as five weeks ago, Progress
editors were approached by fraternity personnel who wanted pictures, publicity and
the works, because they were planning to
pledge a sum to the Chapel. Pi Alpha Kappa
did not even notify the paper of their pledge.
It would appear that the other organizations have given up when the going got a
little tough, when it became evident that
such a pledge would force these organizations to do a little extra work or to sacrifice
something.
The Student Chapel fund currently stands
at $12,800. Indications are that the $20,000
goal will be reached before the spring semester closes. But except for Pi Alpha
Kappa no help has come from the social
organizations who profess an interest in
University progress.
Pi Alpha Kappa has shown itself to be
an organization of maturity and stature.
Its members are not interested in publicity,
but interested in brotherhood and the betterment of the institution. Doubt shrouds
the real purpose of the rest. Time is growing
short for these organizations to prove their
real worth.
i

Sip? Itatmi JlrogmiH
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky University
STAFF MEMBERS: A) Clark, Debbie Cobb, Jo
Anne Collins, Sharon Darland, Donna Foust, Frances
Harris. Cathy Hellen. Daniel Kent, Robert Kumbler.
Judith Ledford, Nancy Owens, Juran Parks, Kenneth
Putnam, David Rains, Thomas Riddell, Robert Sprankle, Melonie Webb. Judy Wiglesworth. Bobby Whltlock.
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The Best of Haynie

Gifts For All Occasions

McGill

GOODWIN'S

GIFT SHOP

Mr. Humphrey Takes A New Road
By Ralph McGill
Vice President Hubert Humphrey has in
one bold, sensible stroke not merely captured public attention, but excited it. He
has called for a policy of replacing "iron
curtains" with open doers. He asks' too,
for the building of peaceful bridges to Communist China.
Thus, in one unheralded piece of action
he has moved public discussion and public
hope out of the complex arena of the war
in Vietnam into the necessary broader aspects of a policy which, hopefully, may lead
to negotiations and discussions involving
much more than the war in Vietnam.
Mr. Humphrey was wise not to discuss
the war. It is moving, God and man willing,
toward negotiations. President Johnson, by
removing himself from the political arena,
in an act of statesmanship and patriotism
unmatched in our time, left the two senatorial candidates for the presidential nomination, Kennedy and McCarthy, in a dialectic bog largely of their own contriving.
Mr. Humphrey has moved far beyond
Vietnam, He did not, as aforesaid, mention
this war. He said merely that the United
States must keep its commitments and stand
up against armed aggression directed against
peoples unable to resist. He then placed
himself ahead of any presidential candidate
in imagination and concept of policy when
he said: "We must do our part to protect
world security by maintaining whatever
strength is necessary to meet our commitments to the U.N. Charter and the regional
treaties to which we are signatory, but we

are also obligated to concentrate on the arts
of peace. Through affirmative action to
meet human needs, we can build security
and peace."
This was his premise. The Vice President
then moved for bridges to be built to mainland China. He said, "Surely one of the most
exciting and enriching experiences to which
we can look forward is a building of peaceful bridges to the people of mainland China.
I believe the power of the free idea will
in time infiltrate mainland China ... as it
has infiltrated, and is infiltrating, the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe."
Certainly it is impossible now to argue
that if mainland China is willing and ready
to accept the requirements of the United
Nations charter, it should not be admitted
to U.N. membership.
Mr. Humphrey has greatly increased his
stature. It was, and is, a sign of the pettiness
to be found in so many American liberals
that they grew critical of the Vice President
for not speaking out against those presidential policies which they, the liberals, assumed he did not believe in. There is no
evidence that he did not believe in them.
Mr. Humphrey had accepted the nomination. He had been elected. He was filling
the office of Vice President. He could have
opposed the President only by resigning.
There was no reason for him to do this,
as he must have agreed, as do millions of
other Americans, that Southeast Asia is
an area which may not be neglected.
The Vice President will be increasingly
a political force.
(Distributed 1868, by Publlshers-HaD Syndicate)
(All Rights Bakerved)

Greeting Cards
Good Man To Know"

George
Ridings, Jr.

SpEC[ALl

Clou Of '44
Agent On Campus

404 Springfield Dr.

Ditto
(Continued from Page Two)
datory rule of all women recording- their escort
and destination every night of their campus
career?
2. Since men are Just as prone to family emergencies as women, why are not masculine students required to record similar information?
3. Should punishment be issued to women
who do not wish to protect themselves by complying with the sign-out regulaUon?
4. Since the writing of destinations is a device
to msure immediate contact in the Instance of
a crisis, why Is there no such mandatory daytime policy?
It seems that compulsory signing out for
women is unfairly initiated and administered.
I only wonder how much longer the majority of
university women will passively comply with
this outdated system.
Christine Knepper

423-4438
Richmond. Ky.

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY - TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries
-saw

'/: Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

Anyone interested in joining the
1969 Milestone staff, please come to
Room 8, Roark- Building or contact
Joyce Harville, Clay Hall, 622-3702.

PRIVATE

Stocktons
Dru&s

Sealing Wax and Seal

FARMS

& AUCTION SALES

COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

£vtuu C <3 bur Lin
REALTORS
PHONC*I OFFICE

6Z3-3B30

...

Main Street

RlBMMONO.

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PtTE" NOLAND, MM.

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

DotifUa Chenaull
Phone 62S-4574

Salesmen
Nltes

. ,

KY.

Phillip Cunnajln
Phone 623-6969

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE

4 Miles South on U.S. 28
Berea Road—Ph. 633-1718

- Friday Two In Color
"COMMON LAW
CABIN"
"LIGHTNING IOLT"
- Saturday James Garner
"HOUR OF THE GUN"
"FRANKENSTEIN
CREATED WOMEN"

I

. 623-3248

'CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

Sun., Moti., TIMS
THE WEIRD WORLD
OF LSD"
Adults Only
Wed.. Thiirs., Fri.
"MAUAJO JOE"
"THE VENGEANCE
OF SHE"

Take home a portable feast...

TONIGHT!
A barrel full of tender and
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Recipe Kentucky Fried
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
most flavorful chicken yob
ever ate.
And all you do is pick it up
and take it home.
The service is sudden 1

>

Take it from the Colonel... "it's finget UdUn* good!"«.
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)

We fix Sunday dinner
seven days a week

COLONEL
Rig HH Avenue

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Did 423-41 St

Richmond, Ky.

T THE ADVERTISERS
WHO SUPPORT YOUR PAPER,

Ulti? iEaBtmt $rogrnsB

Give your
contact lenses
abafii
tonight
In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensme. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
A the eye's fluids. That's because
M Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.
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Baseballers
Split Two
With Eagles

The View

From Here
S» KARl PARK Progress Sports Editor

OVC Tourney Dropped
It was announced last week that the annual pro-season Ohio
/alley Conference basketball tournament will not be continued.
hhe officials of the league voted it down In favor of more beginjng-seawm games.
Art Guepe cited two major reasons for the tournament
being discontinued. He said that the annual tournament program forced Its members to withhold three schedule dates because the OVC schools don't know if they are going to win one
>r three games.
Another reason was the lack of financial success the tournament was having. Now, the conference members will be able
to play a more complete non-conference schedule.
A hardship clause for athletes who are Injured early in the
season was also approved by the conference. Players who are
injured through the second basketball game and the first football
This team ranks first in the United States
RECORD SETTERS- This stalwart quartet
■,'ame and are unable to participate the rest of the season, will
college division. From left to right are,
makes up Eastern's mile relay team which
receive an extra year of eligibility.
Danny Jones, Bill Swanson, Earl Jordan, and
shattered an Indiana Relays record on SatFootball grants were also raised from 45 to 50 per school.
Clarence Lampkln.
urday. They ran the mile in 3:14.3. breaking
At the last two meetings, the league has raised the total 10
Progress Photo by Bobby Whltlock
the old record set by Purdue in 1967 (3:14.5).
grants.
Also, by a vote of the officials of the league, basketball
referees fees were increasd from $50 to (100.
MAROON-WHITE OAMK SKT WEDNESDAY
Spring football practice will be completed next Wednesday
when the annual Maroon-White game will be played. Students
ire urged to attend and get a look at next year's team. Last
year's squad was 7-1-2 and the Mid-East Small College Champions.
Same time is set for 7:30.
'"
IMPORTANT GAMES SATURDAY
Eastern Kentucky University defeated all competitors in the
Ken Silvlous Eastern frosh
Eastern's baseball team will have two crucial OVC games with
time of 3:14.3. This ran an outstanding 30:34 In the
the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles this Saturday. The Colonels trackmen dominated the Indiana excellent
Uni- set a new Indiana record. The six mile for a third place finish.
took the first twi-bill at Cookeville, 7-8 and 6-5, and need a Relays held at Indiana
Grant Colehour. Eastern NCAA
louble victory Saturday to stay in contention for the division versity this past weekend. East- old record of 3:14.5. had been
championship and a spot in the OVC finals with the Western ern dominated the meet last year, made by Purdue in 1967. Danny six mile champion, moved down to
Jones, Earl Jordan, Bill Swan- the mile run in the meet and
also.
Division winners.
Eastern runners won three re- son and Clarence Lampkln made finished second in the time of
lay events and placed second In up the Eastern team.
4:13.7. Jim Banks, Eastern frosh
In the 880 relay, Eastern ran mller, won his heat In 4:18.
another and third in another.
Eastern relay teams set new second in the time of 1:28. EastEastern runners compete at
runners were Clarence Quantlco, Va., this coming weekIndiana Relay records in the ern
spring medley relay and the Lampkln, Bill Swan son,
Earl end. Eastern will only take eight
mile relay, and new Eastern. Jordan and Arthur Howard. Ohio men to the meet.
records in the spring medley State won the relay and Eastern
and 440 relays.
.
defeated Western Kentucky, RedOther schools in the meet skin Track Club, Kentucky State,
were Western Kentucky whose Northern Eastern Illinois, Inrunners only gained one second dlana State and the Ohio State
place In the relay events, Ohio frosh.
State, Redskin Track Club, KenIn the distance medley relay,
tucky State, Northern Illinois. Eastern ran third behind Ohio
Indiana State, Ohio State Frosh, State and Western Kentucky. Ohio
Ohio Valley Track Club, New State won the event in 10:14.
York Athletic Club, Purdue, Ball Eastern did not pack this relay.
State, University Chicago, Mid- but had run a 9:53.5 at the
die Tennessee State,
Murray Florida Relays on March 30th.
State,
Cincinnati, Vlncennes, This time was the number 1
Northern
Illinois,
Butler, college time in the country as of
Indiana, Ashland College.
April 30th.

Track Team Dominates
Indiana Relays

CITY TAXI

Eastern's baseball team split
a doubleheader with the Morehead Eagles Wednesday, losing
the opener 12-3 and winning the
second game, 8-6,
Ron Andrews started the first
game for the Colonels and was
tagged with the loss. He pitched 5 and one-third Innings and
was relieved by freshman Carl
Shay. Cralg Milburne relieved
Shay in the seventh inning.
Eastern started the eame with
two runs In the first Inning on
singles by Rick Houseman, Lou
Escobar, and Jimmy Cain.
Morehead came back with three
runs in the third, five In the sixth,
and four In the seventh. A tworun homer in the sixth and a
three-run blast in the seventh
were the big blows for the Eagles.
Eastern also scored in the first
Inning In the second game after
Morehead had opened up with a
1-0 lead in the top of the frame.
The Colonels scored six runs
in the Inning on six hits. Lee
Hucker opened with a walk, Escobar, doubled, and Frank Borgia homered over the left fielder's head.
Arnle Nyulassy singled and
third baseman Dave Cupp hit the
second home run of the inning.
Eastern closed the scoring for
the Inning
when Jerry Gill
walked, Larry Robertson had
an infield hit and Hucker singled.
Robertson started the second
game for the Colonels and pitched three and two-thirds innings
before being relieved by Don
McCullough. McCullough pitched until the seventh when John
Hathaway came In to retire the
aide.

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

LANTER MOTOR CO.
2T8 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around HMie Corner from th« Court H

Specialists in Meter Tune-Up,
Carbureater and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Sma* Shop with Hw lig Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

One-Hour Cleaners
"Martiniiing"
The MOST In Dry Cleaning
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
•23-3939

STOP IY FOR A DELICIOUS
MIAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A.M.
t ■-

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb - Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE -

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN 1Y-PASS

Hamburgers 15c
French Fries 15c
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes

FOR THAI

LATE SNACK WE

AIE OPEN UNTIL 12 A.M.

L'SSK for
MOONBAY

(ansmtymra

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

Ill II11 ill

Green's Barber Shop
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac Systam. Something new
in Hair Cutting

S^r-™*,1"" °L-3:?35 .and. ""I tke football aqua* that was OV
Biini relays mark of 8:25 .set fcB^|B for 1961.

Intramural
Swimming
Meet Set

m
W

M

• • .•_• "J.4.F

ence Lampkln, Arthur Howard, ni|(ht when the annual MaroonBill Swanson and Earl Johnson, WnUe
^ fc ^^ A„
ran an excellent time of 3:23.1. rtoaeat. asU fane of the Ooloneh
This bettered Eastern previous un ur^ „ atU)nd and
rt

ous IWstrorThe season Had Manger Stadium, and the
be«n 3:23.5 set Wl the Florida ^ la get for 7:30.
Relays and rated by the NCAA
to be the number 3 college time
In the country this year. Other
teams in the relay were the
Chicago Track Club, Cincinnati,
Northern Illinois, Redskin Track
Club, Butler, Kentucky State,
Ashland College, Ohio State.
Eastern's 440 relay
team,
BY JURAN PARKS
composed of Arthur Howard, Ed
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
Johns, Bill Swanson, and OarThe Intramural office has anence Lampkln won the event In a nounced that it is time to enter1
close finish with Indiana State, teams In for the I-M swimEastern's time of 42.0 was a mlng meet. Dr. Groves is exnew school record. Other teams pectlng a very good turn out and
In the race Included Western WOuld like to see all interested
Kentucky, Vincennes, Kentucky pe0pie taking part In this sport.
State, Ohio State, Northwestern,
The men's I-M department has'
Indiana State, Ohio State frosh, set the entry deadline for May 14,
Northern Illinois, Cincinnati, at 4:00 p.m. To qualify, the parRedskin Track Club, Murray tlclpants must have had three
State, Indiana, Indiana Central, workouts before May IS.
In the mile relay, the last
For everyone to have a chance
event of the day, Eastern easily to tryout, the Alumni Coliseum
jpool will be open May 6-10 between the hours of 6:00 and 8:00
p.m. for practice.
For additional information, see
Dr. Groves In room 109 of Alumni
Coliseum.
Men's softball Is off to a good
start after a few games had to
be called off due to rain and wet
fields. Dr. Groves said all postponed games will be played at the
end of the season.

311 W. Main
• • •••••••••
••••••••

AIL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

M00NBAV LB^AMBAKTIn

'•

featuring

No Itching

No Scratching

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING
TOP 8IGNEE—Jim Brooks, an All-State halfback at Valley
High School in Louisville, has signed a football grant-in-ald
with Eastern. On hand at the signing were Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks, and assistant coach Fred Francis, (right), who recruited Brooks.
Progress Photo by Bobby Whittodk

Thank You For Your Patronage

MADCO MOTORS
BIO HILL AVE,

PHONE

1967 G.T.O., 4 SPEED, SPORT COUPE
196* PONTIAC, 2 DR. CAT., W-AIR.
1965 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE
1964 CHEVROLET CONV.. V-8. AUTOMATIC
1963 CHEV. 2 DR. H.T., 4 SPEED. 327 ENO.

For a Good Deal See
Ed McDonald or Ray Gadd

. featuring the Ufa bMwaaee plan eeatfei eaainlally for cottage men. soM excluai va-

to college men.

Ask now about "THE BENEFACTO*".

nw'-iPff

"A LITTLE TIME NOW CAN
PAY OFF IN A LIFETIME OF
SATISFACTION."

NOW. . .you ran benefit from ■harp!*
reduced premium* to help you get started during the first three years.

TUNET OF THE APES'
IS A BLOCKBUSTER.

4

I HwwIHM I IfVu I

-Lb SsMtti. Cumtetlltai

NOW. . .you benefit from lower Insurance rout* because you are a preferred
risk.
NOW. . .you can get all the facts from
your College Life representative.

PULL-PAIHIONID

NOW. . .you should know about the
BENEFACTOR ... the policy planned
excliiilvely for college men.

BROOK VIEW
20TM CENTUBY-FOX PRESENTS

PERMANENT PRESS OXFORD TATTERSALL

CHARLTON HESTON
««. ARTHUR P JACOBS

See William A. Manz
Your College life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623-6460

BAN-LON*

THE FASHION SHIRT FOR SPRING

Career fllub"

P

pLaANET
iODtMomL-wimQm
KJM HUNTER JAMES WHfTMORE
_

Tweatni yea, 100SS Da *■*«■■»

No nutter ho* many button-down shirts you already own, this you must have' Its (he new*. Clean
cut tattersall checks woxen in cotton oxford Single
needle sleeving foe smooth scams and neater shoulder
fit Longer length calling for seven buttons instead
ol the usual six. And but tuns ituss-sntched foe that
quality look. Taper cut and permanently pressed.
Three colors linen, blue or bone

TUE

tfSc'fwoixTOB SSf MBSB

limMI SOtWWI MOWfiMLSOM SbsHUNG
imium^'im MM ' HWIIT COM I? HUM

V
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FASHIONS'FOR MEN

Nothing looks, lasts or laundsrs Ilka a Puritan
Full-Fashioned Ban-Lon Biwcwiw-America's
Favorite Knit Shirt. Knit to fit... no underarm
bind. Full-Fashloned collar. Machine wash and
dry. Big color range. Sim S-ML-XL

•
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s In Brief

lleged Threats Used To Get Confessions
Cktries that alleged "threats Building, In the basement of
Faculty Art Exhibit
•oerclon" were used to ex- which Is fie ho *,t:>-e. The other
Ewt.ni Art Department
confessions from three of three youths were arrested later.
"V pr-.._tin_ a new art
men charged with burglary
McQuown, detective exhibit "Brandy, Harris, MilRlchar(i
• PISSQ.1 on, along with the sergeant with the Kentucky State
ler _nd Todd." The exhibit will
Set to the June grant jury in p-^"""testfled fcaVupon initial" \^.[^
dee peinUngs, sculptures, and
adlson
County Court this examlnaUoni Jenkms gave aeon- SS3
ceramics, all being the works of
The charges #er., * i.le at''esslon -"«r »»1"* *****#'"'* four Eastern art Instructors.
e examining' trial for 3 East- rl%}'- .... '
PoBce Hold Conference
tt .„.„ ..„
n Kentucky University
The officer said the three stustJ.
--Mike Walt™, Eddie Har- *_»'■ •}•*•«. »"•"_,*•«*';' _*»
Most people don't understand
r and Roger Elton- an-!Ron*M th,M"!8t Mm#\_° Tem»,n sl,ent- «>• role of the FBI In riots. But
McQuown said the four were such disturbances are ruled more.
lenkl ns of Louisville booked after
| April 2 burglary of Eastern's £• ' ^h ''i^riSii, to'Jnurt by l°Cal em0U0,,S "* preJUdlceStore.
^ , ^2. ^
o^ff«„ ™" «•»« «" »e be"«r h»ndled bv
are charged with breaking app0"'e? c0unf '• •"**_B up,°" local law enforcement agencies."
entering. Offers testified S^tlon^f coXslons
That statement made by special
approxlmatelyJl.SOOinmer- '"MSU^W ^1^ " °sUoned *f«nt Palmer M, *■£££!£
llse taken in the offense was ^ ^ree students „* second yl It, was one <*"«•«» *™«h*
lnt0
vered at the scene.
*»• context °* me Quart«rly
tlme> telling them that Jenkins
Easter i security guard., had told him details of the of- Conference on Public Community
Relations which will end a oneerl E Smith, testified that
apprehended Jenkins coming fense. The officer said that all day meeting on the Eastern Kenof a window at the side of three then elected to confess tucky University campus al 1 30
p.m. today.
Keen Johnson Student Union th«"r P«rt ln "■« b^gfry

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Richmond, Ky

«

Canfield Motors

AUTITORIUM
i

Too many papers are content
ers." Overenthusiastlc reporting Is less a sin than the op- to be an adjunct of their school's
posite, Louisville newswoman public relations department, acNewsweek takes note of the na- Barbara Sharp reflects on her cepting its policies and speaking
tlonal "new candor" as college experience as editor of the West- out only on Issues of the narrowpapers become "more open and ern Kentucky University paper, est concern, as Greenfield obFar too
fearess ln challenging their ln- "One problem with many college served ln Harper's.
stltutlons - shaking admlnlstra- newspapers "
writes former many "are lndluglng in a pastors infuriating the alumni," like Michigan Dally editor Roger Rap- sive, timid Journalism which is of
the Collegian did at Asbury. (One oport »i5 that they don't do no benefit to their readers and
which is damming up the source
alum charged the paper was try- enougn muckraking."
lng to destroy the school.) The
0ne that does u the avBnt- of skilled Journalists so badly
College Heights Herald practiced garde-the south end of Wayne) needed today ln the commercial
heresy by ciitlcine Western's State University. Says editor Dre"....
- ■
■ -'
This criticism, unfortunately,
lecture series for lack of re- Art johnston: "We hit the readapplies
to
most
college
papers
in
evance and controversy. The UK er# He react_; he has to. He
Kernel takes provocative stand ,,_, been stimulated to think, and Kentucky. Progress has been
nearly every day (IPs the only to even feel, to get emotional- made ln recent years, but most
daily in the state). The health iy involved. We are trying to aren't much better than high
newspapers.
What's
service should prescribe the pUl, brlng. to life a dead medium." school
It argued once, because morals student papers, he says, have to missing, as pollster George Gallare changing, and couples "can't „start shoVing an issue ln the up once obsrved, Is Intellectual
Just cross
their fingers an f_ce 0I u,, student, and saying controversy and imagination,
hope." The Georgetown College THINK ABOUT THAT, DAMN' "The popgun press, Arthur A.
Most colpaper ran a piece from The YOU." Student editors'have an Sanderson calls it.
Dally Kansas stating "our policy obligation "to try to freak(read- lege publications," says Melvin
ls to raise hell ... in a Jour- ersy out of their pre-packaged, Mencher, "are as valuable to the
nails tic manner."
homogenised, formaldehydrat- education of students as cheerThe current "student power" *, Tv sltutaUon comedy exis- leading.
Why this malaise? Greenfield
movement Is reflected ln the tences," he adds,
says it's easier for students to
F w
pages of campus newspapers as
« editors echo that kind of
students become more involved, thinking about what student news- follow a pattern that has proven
Indeed as Dr. Darto Polltella of papers should be doing, and how. acceptable rather than struggle
the National
C^cU of Co™ toteVm. of fonctlon, the college for a new and sometimes dan.
legtate ClicS Aavlsers Press tabors under', complex, P^ffg^Jg!^
savs there is a revolution brew-contradictory, and burdensome,
But nshe acutely adds choice
ln^ in the Lmoul^res?
mandate, Walter Wllcox of the nor Indifference is not the main
lng in the campus press.
univ.r_.ty of California has wrrt- reason for weak and timid pubIn the words of Paul Detaney, ten. What's necessary Is aciear "cation of the lMOM*t«mttal
the Asbury Collegian editor, "A definition of function. A paper or inoffensive. The big wills
newspaper board . .. There is a should decide Its role, and then tack of freedom. 1
low
danger of cashing in Journalism pursue it vigorously.
for a weak and meaningless policy of bulletln-boardism. No one
wins ln such a short-changing.
The newspaper becomes . .. Inferior; the student body, whether
wittingly or nor, has • gap In
Its information; and the academic
community loses a vital Instrument for stimulation."
No longer can coverage stop at
campus boundaries. Information
must be provided about other
schools and national and international events, Issues and
trends which affect students.
What happens locally must be put
In the context of the larger
world. Studies have indicated
that college papers have a bigger responsibility ln reporting
off-campus news than most realize.
Dr. Polltella thinks If s great
that student newspapertng can result ln "the sharpened reflexes
of educators who might otherwise petrify in their Ivory tow-

NEW LOOK
SPRING

"THE SQUARE 7"
C001 COMFORTABLE
BUrrOW IKS TRnD/r/ONAL

;

Get with it
guy* . . . sport
Ban-Lon"
turtleneck shirts!

All Makes Serviced

<

Mai 2 - Thursday
WAIT UNTIL DARK
Aubrey Hepburn
Alan Arkin, Richard Crenna
Efrem Zlmballat Jr.

JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS

.May S - FrtJay
HOW I WON THE WAS
John Lennon, Michael Crawford

Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

May 4 - Saturday
A STUDY IN TERROR
John Neville, Donald Houston
May 6 - Monday
THE BOBO
Peter Sellers, Britt Ektaad
MAY 7 - Tuesday
THE BOBO
Peter Seller-, Britt Ekland
May 8 - Wednesday
No Movie
Drum and Sandal

ANDY'S K»a Palace

•Oaka

Wt
Deliver

110 SOUTH SECOND

May » - Thursday
No Movie
Dru and Sandal
•Bacon

DIAL 623-5400

May 10 - Friday
THE CORRUPT ONES
Robert Stack, Elke Sommer
Nancy Kwan
May Jl - Saturday
KOVt PIRATE
Doug MaOure, Jill St John

D

MeyW-r>«e-«Uy
DICK CLARK SHOW
-Alumni OoHseum

■I

May 14 - Tuesday
THE PERILS OF PAULINE
Pat Boon©, Palema Austin
Terry Thomas
May - IS Wednesday
No Movie
Oratorio ChoruB -"Elijah"
Mendelssohn

STUDY GUMS & mm
PAPER BACKS
ART SUPPLIES
RECORDS
STEREO TAPES
JEWELRY
CLASS RINGS
C0SJHETICS
GIFTS
SPORTSWEAR
XEROX SERVICE

NEW AND USED TEXT BOOKS FOR
EKU COURSES
OUR BUSINESS SERVING YOU

3.98
Great new look for men
with a knack (or fashion!
Knit of Ban-Lon* nylon
for lasting good looks
. . . easy care! Many,
many colors. S, M, L, XL.

i i

May 1 - Wednesday
RIGHT ON THE LAM
Bob Hope.- Phyllis DUl«w,
Jill St. John. Jonathan Winter.

GO WALLACES

SHIRT

HIRAM BROCK

OLDSMOBILE

(Continued from Page One)

BURGER BROIL

West Main Street

Financial Aid Deadline
From Invitations
Vexclo, director of stuAny Junior or Senior that did
dtnt financial assistance, has an- „ot receive an invitation to the]
nounced that next week Is the Prom, go to Dean Ingles' offlct
final deadline for all students through next Tuesday, May 7.
who receive financial aid to sub.
mlt their applications If they de<*■•« ■*» T°™amb„
sire to have the loan or aid reThe concert and
chamber
choirs, Bruce Hoagland, connewed for the fall semester, ductor,
will make their regBruce To Olve Lecture
ular spring tour this week. They
Robert Brae npramtattr«> will give concerts at Lynn Camp.l
of the British fcouncl In Hong
^ ,u
Middlesboro, Pr-I
Kong, will tfve a public lecture estonsbur-and salyersvllle High
on ''Southeast Asia: Prospect
,
the two day tour.
for Freedom or Communism"01
on Tuesday, May 7 at 7:30 p.m.]
ln the Ferrell Room of the
Combs Building.
Ballon Wins Contest
Fred L. Ballou, manager of
the Campus Bookstore was the
winner
of
the
Newsweek
magazine's
Bermuda ProfitStakes, a special contest for college bookstore managers.
Herb

Report On Kentucky College Papers

STOP and SNACK of

Shakes:

Drum and Sandal
Drum and Sandal Drasenta
Want to
"Stop The World, I
Find Luv."
The annual spring performance
of the Drum and Sandal Club
will be presented May 8th and
9th at 8:00 at Brock Auditorium.
««y ** ■• olven
"Inspector Calls," a three act
' *£ B. pnestley, will be
ELZji by the University
Pearl
Theatre May 6-11 In the
Buchanan Theatre, The productlon, which Is being staged by
Director A. Sayre Harris of the
drama faculty, will be the last of
the University theatre season.
"Inspector" takes place ln the
Birllng home when an Inspector
comes to Investigate the possible
connection of the Birllng household with a recent suicide. Playing the Inspector Is Bob Carver,
a lunlor from Covlngton.

May 16 - Thursday
FRANKJE AND JOHNNY
Elvis Preeaiey, Donna Douglas
May 17 - Friday
GUNFIGHT IN ABILENE
Bobby Darin, Emily Bank.
May 18 - Saturday
LITTLE ANTHONY
AND
THE IMPERIALS
Hlnun Brook Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
May SO - Monday
BORN LOSERS
Jane Ruaaell, Tom Laughlln
njeremy Slate, Elisabeth Ja

May tl - Tuesday
DONT MAKE WAVES .
Tony Curtis, Claudia Cardinal.
Sharon Tate
May 22 - Wednesday
FIREBALL 000
Fnankle Avalan
Annette Funlcello
May tS - Thursday
THE DIRTY DOZEN
Lee Marvin, Charles Bren.ee
Ernest Borgnlne, Robert Ryan
Re-run for thoee who missed It
May 24 - Friday
POINT BLANK
Lee Marvin, Angle Dicklnaoa

May 25 - Saturday
THE VISCOUNT
Kerwin Mathews
Edmond O'Brien, Jane Fleming
May >7 - Monday
LIVE FOR LIFE
Yves Montand, Candle* Bergea
May 28 - Tuesday
THE COOL ONES
Reddy McDowaU
Debbie Watson. Phil Harris
May St) - Wednesday
BAREFOOT IN THE PAB-t
Jane Fenda, Robert Bedford

BOOK STORE

May 80 - Thursday
No Movie
May SI -Friday
Sen-eater Clese.

_■ t__nKBSS-_-9SiH_B_B_H
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°f Women's Hours

J
(Continued from Pace
Pafe One)
-_
~
"
are "expected to be in at a
(Oontioaed from Pa^e One)
decent hours."
fessor, Dr. Timothy Lancaster, centage of the students expelled cumstantlal reasons,
The average hours for all col- Mondaydepicted the current problem as a were non-residents of Kentucky.
"What in God's name, do they
struggle between the old and the
Sam Manson, a dormitory dl- d° now? What chance do they lege women on all evenings are: Thursday Friday
Saturday Sunday
new.
rector who has been notified his have? It's a shame such short Average Women'a Houra
"It seems like there's always contract will not be renewed, sighted men have to ruin the lives
10:00
11:00
12:30
12:30
Murray
nt College*
that credibility gap between spared no quarters when speaking of so many people."
10:00
11:00
1:001
1:00
Eastern
St. Catherine
8:30 p.m.
the older administration and the of the school's administration.
Outside the student union build10:30
11:00
12:30
1:00
Morehead
10:00 p.m.
young students on any campus,"
"The administration is deter- ing, students quickly separated
Nazareth
Western
10:30
10:30
1:00
1:00
10:00 p.m.
he said. "I wonder If anyone mined to maintain its omnipotent when a campus police cruiser
Transylvania
12:002
1:00
1:00
11:30
University of
Asbury
10:10 p.m.
really knows what the problems image regardless of how many made one of its frequent rounds,
12:00s
2:00
2:00
2:00
University of
10:35 p.m.
Cumberland
are here.
innocent students are crucified,"
Upstairs in the same building,
10:40 p.m.
Average .
"I gave a class a paper to do he said. "They (the admlnlstra- • secretary refused to hand out
1 Seniors only
Southeastern
11:00 p.m.
In which they were to outline our tion) treat the students like chil- a student handbook without ad2 Juniors and Seniors only
11:15 p.m.
Brescia
school problems. Hardly any of dren. They 're (students) expected mlnlstratlve approval because of
(May sign out all night any night
11:55 p.m.
Pikevllle
the papers agreed. Until we find to accept what they're told and what she termed "student unof week)
12:00 p.m.
Centre
the problems, we can't find a never to ask why.
rest."
3
Juniors and Seniors only
While Murray State Unlversolution."
"The administration does not
Two students hid their faces
Dr. Lancaster did say that he seem to realize that giving in a when a photographer flashed his sltv has the moat restrictive
thought one of the biggest prob- little on social freedom will never camera. They Identified them- hours policy for upper-class unilems was the lack of enough overcome theatmospheric prison selves as "John Doe and Peter versity women, Eastern's policy
Is least liberal for freshmen
student activities. He added that they've created here." The same Rabbit."
a new student union, currently day the trouble started, certain
They said they were seniors women In universities,
on the drawing boards, might student demands (later women's who were only Interested "In
Average Hours for
Mondaygo a long way toward finding an hours, more class cuts, etc.) graduating and getting out."
Cpperclase Women
KIPA
Thursday
answer.
at I niversifies
were granted by administrative <
vice-president Cralg
Friday Saturday
Sunday
The only school administrator nffi iai ■
Ammerman and Eastern ProgMurray
10:55 p.m.
r
,M
2
who was available for comment
Eastern
11:00 p.m.
9:00
"Idon'tplty myself. "I almost , *"°r-ln-chief Fred Mul12:00
1:001
11:00' Eastern
paralleled the local crisis to a
Western
11:20 p.m.
spent a
a
A
day
10:00
12:30
12:30
have my doctorate; there'll be 11ns
"ns spent
^ on the KSC
11:00
Murray'
Morehead
11:20 p.m.
J
national trend of student unrest a job waiting for me." Manson campus talking with students,
10:00
1:00 '
1:00
10:30' Western
Average
11:35 p.m.
and discontent.
10:30
12:30
1:00
added. "But what about thesein- faculty and administrative per11:00
Morehead ■
U. of K.
12:15 a.m.
"The people of Kentucky must nocent students, these students sonnel for the above story and
10:30
1:00,
1:00,
1:00, University of
U. of L.
12:55 p.m.
realize there Is student unrest who have been suspended for clr- others that will follow).
l
10:30 3
1:00'
1:00
11:30' University of
across the country, and KenAverage Houra for '
Freshmen Women
tucky State Just happens to be
at Universities
one of the places." was the way
Eastern
10:20 p.m.
1
Includes Sophomores, JunDr. Ed Morris, the school's Registrar, viewed the situation.
(Continued from Page One)
Murray
10:50 p.m.
iors and Seniors
Western
10:55 p.m.
2. Includes Sophomores and
Morris took Issue with those of the Student Government and would be taken by the Student
Average
11:05 p.m.
Juniors
who would complain about the must be recognized by that body Affairs Committee "In the next
Morehead
11:20 p.m.
3 Includes Sophomores
lack of student) activities saying . . .orgnlzatlons shall be free
two weeks."
U. of K.
11:25 p.m.
"there are excellent programs to choose an advisor. . .students
The student advisory commitU. of L.
11:40 p.m.
for students, they Just don't take can invite any person to speak
tee was named the first week
advantage of many of them." to them. . .student organizations
in
November.
They
had
four
Morris added that admission shall have the right to meet in
or five meetings of the entire
requirements for out-of-state any place on or off campus."
students had been stiffened since
The student advisory com- group before separate committees were formed to study difthe disturbances. A large per- mitt«*» called the present sys- ferent aspects of the report.
tern governing women's rules All committee members signed
"archaic and arbitrary." "It Is
WHILE YOU WAIT
the report.
Illogical to put a woman
In
DIAMONDS. WEDDING RANDS
"We want something done now,
solitary confinement because
—STERLINGshe broke rules which are not not three months from now," Wilonly ambiguous but also com- born said. "We want it done by
LESS
THAN
REGULAR PRICE
the fall semester."
pletely unfounded.
"The only apparent purpose
"We're not planning on sitting
specific hours have Is to give back Idly and letting the report
women an excuse for coming In sit nor do we expect a wateredfrom
an undeslreable date.
RICHMOND'S LEADING JEWELERS FOR U YEARS
down report. There's no reason
Though the Committee sym- why they (Student Affairs ComBEGLEY'S NEXT DOOR
ttt-»M
pathizes with this unfortunate sit- mittee) can't reach a decision
uation; this does not appear to
soon. If they want an answer,
be sufficient reason to confine they'll find one."
all women, many of which are
willing to accept the added reWilborn noted that his group
sponsibility of being a woman," planned a constant drive for acthe report said.
tion until a report Is ratified.
(STUDENT OR FACULTY)
Wilborn noted that letters had
"We're going to have to do
been sent to many of the coed's
parents asking If they thought something If they don't act," he
their daughters' moral values said. "But I don't mean violence
had been formed before enter- or things like that. There are
when you purchase
ing college and if they thought better ways than the ones used at
women's hours were necessary. Columbia and other places.
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES
He said the results from that
"We will go as far as we feel
survey would be realized shortly. necessary to Impress upon the,
Wilborn said be favored the powers how Important we feel
practice of signing in and out Has report Is," wilborn
for both men aha women If ft " The Progress will carry the
were put on a voluntary basis. complete report written by the
"If we're to have women's student advisory committee In
hours and social regulations, next week's issue.
they should be set by the women,
he said. "If they want hours,
* HOSE
KENTUCKY KANDY
let them have them. But let's
SPORTS WEAR
* DRESSES
not let them be set arbitrarily
* JEWELRY
HOSE
by the powers that be."
Turning Its attention to aca* HANKIES
NOVELTIES
demic rights, the report said,
"The purpose of an University
is to foster an environment conFREE SIFT WRAPPING
ducive to learning... .student
performance must be evaluated
solely on an academic basis. . .
students must be protected In
rights to discuss, Inquire and
express opinions outside
the
classroom."
COLLEGE •nd CAREER

KELLY'S
Horist
& Greenhouse

Hours for Upperclassmen

Kentucky
Louisville

Hours for Freshman

Advisory Report Released

"When You Say It
Wit* Flowers, gay'
It With Keller's
Flowers."

Col Us For Prompt
Froo Delivery:
Louisville
Kentucky

623-4998
The Only Store In
With
REBECCA RUTH CANDY

^VrjoltSKa*

ENGRAVING FREE

KESSLERS

Your "I. D." CARD
Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

Sunday.my 12

with a gift that tells her
she is lovely and is loved...

Smant Sfofi

N. 2nd St.

Ph. 623-4200

Wilborn said he hoped action

HELP WANTED
$3600 < $8000

No Iron Spertswe

General Office
Stenographers
Secretaries
PBX Operators
Social Workers
Bookkeepers
Accounting Clerks
Data Processing

I

50% Fortrel Polyester
and 50% Combed Co

If IIS QUALITV YOU'RE 100KING FOR

DOOR BUSTER
LADItS

CULOTTE

DRESSES

Now businesses are constantly opening new jobs. We can help yon
utilize your skills.

SlltS S to 16

FUGAZZI EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
406 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY

DAY: 266-0401
MR. PEPPER

100% Combed Cottons
in solids I prints

NIGHT: 777-0883
MR. TAYLOR
.

e.

r
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Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"ft you're ti>o busy studying to do your wash,
ll'l our attendants do it for you.''

2 Mocks off W. Main.
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Street*
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's
«•

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios

CLICK'S
RADIO & TV SERVICE
W. Irvine Street

Phone 623-3272
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Jewelry

Plans art rolling along fine on.
the program for Alumni Day,
which will be May 25, 1968, at
which time the classes of 1908,
1918, 1928, 1943 and 1953 will be
honored. We hope that the members are making plans, and writ-

■48M°h.rLnAo'r'0mot^UtoP,!In-' 2fe "*** "" ""*«*«<">■ «•' ployed by Brown, Bergmann *
o sup- address Is Box 7381, Cedar Key, Heverln, CPA'a.

ervlsor of pre-technlcal and vo Fl
"
i'.i2,62B- „~-™ ,. „
DONNA KARSNER PHILLIPS,
catlonal education for public
EARL FOSTER YORK, and >«. ro.irta. «n Routo 1 Maw• PEGGY, both -55, are noi , ,- &%%£SSfciSSS,
e

address Is 1826 E. Blvd.,Peters- sidfng"on~Route"4, Yo~rk Farms, L"' 'Ynd'uXTwo vear, oUra'
burg 23803.
oak Hill. Ohio 45656.
' l£Sk™i*SL*?SI2 2SiS

lng to encourage their classmates
to make plans, to attend this
gre.t occasion. We will be writlng to the members of these classes again before Alumni Day. We
also wish to remind you that■

EARL SHAW, '53, '57, IsprlnMrs. MOSSIE A. FORE, '56,
clpal of Camp Dick Robinson r#sldes at 28B7 Beard Drive,
Elem. School at Lancaster and Route 1, Springfield, Ohio 455was a July 1967 graduate of the 02, and Is proud to have a grandArmy Command b Staff College, Son, Mike Leach from Peru,
Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. His Ind., who Is enrolled as at freshBaccalaureate and Commence- wife, HAZEL, '56, teaches 2nd mM'„ Etstern this year.

ment will be held the same day
this year, on Sunday, May 26th.
Baccalaureate will be at 11:00
a.m. and Commencement at 4:00
p.m.
LORINNE STIGALL MAYHALL, "36, is at the Rothenberg
School In Cincinnati after teachlng 18 years at Sixth District
School. Her address is 30 Lev-

assor, Covington, Ky. 41014.
Mrs. AMANDA
B. HOURIGAN, '39, of Route 3, Lebanon,
Ky. 40033, reports that her son
Robert, has recently accepted a
position with the Porter Paint
Co., in Louisville, as a technician. He Is married to the former Angela Abbott of Atlanta
and they have two sons. Tommy
Joe and Scott Abbott.
Mrs. SUE TOADVINE KENNEY, '40, Is remedial reading
teacher at Broward County Reading Center at Ft. Lauderdale. Her
daughter, Karol Ann, Is a senior
at Nova High School, Broward
County's new experimental educational complex which has received nation wide attention as
new concept In learning. Mrs.
Kenney and her family reside
at 6921 S. W. 19th Ct., W. Hollywood, Fla. 33023.
WILLIAM F. WORTHINGTON,
'41, general manager of Alton
Box Board Co., and his wife the
former ELIZABETH OGDEN,
'37, now reside at 4111 Crestview Road, Louisville, 40207.
Mrs. MYRTLE S. LEWIS, '42,
who resides at 6209 Morning
Glory Lane, Louisville, 40258,
retired In 1966 after teaching
thirty four years, the last 25
being in one school In Jefferson County, Ky. She Is now doing
•Ome substitute teaching.
Dr. PAUL A. HOUNCHELL,
'43, Is now back In his office
full time after recovering from
a serious coronary about 18
months ago. He and his wife,
the former HELEN COLVIN, '43,
reside at 5701 11th
*■ Street, St.
Petersburg, Fla. 33705 and recently became Life Members of
the Alumni Association.

CREDIT IS

I1

'64, of
""2003 Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky. 40204 is.nipresently
emi *...

Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You

194 West Mete

COUNTRY SET GIRLS SPOILED? ABSOLUTELY!

-Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Milk Shakes
I BIG HILL AVE.

HOMECGGkNG

s

You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.
623-9969

South First Street

WIZARD 12-VOLT Qi
Makes car clean-up fast and
i Upholstery nozzle,
crevice tool! C2300

WESTERN
AUTO

W.A.
Met!
135 W. IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

wwm„

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

I

KENNY'S

«OOD«

S^flatoSSlto^? School
1.^1. H^r husband has a dTS?ta AnlmaTrmstandrv from
f,?* " AUi"" Husbandry from
AARI PHtI poT -BB t. «mDlovedbvthe Jeff'er son CouTtv
£22 $ E^ucaUon as lT2

RICHARD
They* reslde"at iT^C?'
^P**™' ** U ^» ^ .ormtrUNDA NELL
uLLfVil^
' Guidance Counselor at New
BRO'WN> .«,. Their address 1.
ARYHOMmAV^AYiOR 'si R»^monf High School Ohio His 420, j-^nuock Dr., Louisville,
AHY HOLLIDAY TAYLOR, 53, address Is 819 Maple Ave., New- K„ 4/1.1.
and her husband, CONLEY, '59, port, Ky. 41071.
HAROLD RISNER, *67 Is emboth teach In Covington. They
PAUL TODD LANE '62, at- ployed by the Jefferson County
have one son, Myron conley.who tended two NDEA Institutes and Board of Education. He Is maris in the first grade In Park Hills is now teaching social studies ried to the former BRENDA
School. Their residence is 1140 and coaching basketball at the PHILPOT, '68, and they live at
Audubon Road, Covington, 41011. junior high level In Boone Coun- 1037 Sarah Drive, Louisville, Ky.
ty. He and his wife, the former 40219.
JUDY WORKS, '62, have two
ALICE BOGGS ADAMS, '65,
children, Todd, who Is four and and Glenn reside on Route 2,
Troy, who Is four months old. Richmond, 4047S and she Is a
They live at 8698 U. S. 25, 4th grade teacher at White Hall
Florence, Ky. 41042.
Elem. School.
FORD '62, and GERALDINE
LINDSEY ABLE, '65, now reS. JACOBS, '66, live at Plppa sides at 48 Black Oak., Paducah,
Passes, Ky. 41844 where Ford Ky. 42001, and Is employed by
la business manager of Alice Ashland Oil * Refining Co.
Lloyd College and Geraldlne tea1/Lt RONALD L. WALKE, '65,
ches at Caney Elem. School. and his wife, Dlanna, are living at
They have a family of three 600 Brandon Ave., #32, Charlotboys, ages 2, 6 & 7.
tesvllle, Va. 22903. He is the
SPENCER HEATON, '62, and test project officer In the plans
his wife, ALMA ADKINS HEA- and publications dept. at the
TON, '54, have two children, Judge Advocate General's School
Melanie who la In Jr. High, and of the U. S. Army.
Tommy In grade w. Both SpenArmy Major JAMES M. CAUthe
DILL, Jr., '54, received
the cer and Alma teach for
distinguished Flying Cross last Northwest Local School DisSept. 19, for heroism In combat trict in Cincinnati, where they
in Vietnam last April while ser- reside at 2777 Jonrose.
ving as an observation pilot on a RICHARD GRAY, '63, Joinreconnaissance mission on the •* General E1«ctrlc'8 SchenecLong Tau River. Major Caudlll
and control in
is presenUy a student at the ,.??.."* ,«£?>«
had
Command and General Staff at Sw'hi^ »«£ r' J^Vf""
Ft
Leavenworth
Kansas
and
vlsouly
been
with
G.
E.
at Apht.Leavenworm. Kansas and
pUance Park Louisvllle, He is
will be assigned to Ft. Rucker, marrled t0 me former LINDA
Ala. in June, 1968. He entered LOUISE
HARBISON and they
active duty In 1954 and was last '„,„„ tw0 chadren Mark . ^
stationed in Vietnam. He holds Jame, 4 Thelr „!mlDe address
the Army commendation Medal, j- I2 oakhlll Dr Scotia N Y
the Air Medal, Bronze Star and i2302
"'
• •
Purple Heart, and the Vietnamese
GORDON PHILPOT '63 Is
Cross of Gallantry. Major Caud- «mpl0yed by the Clay Co. Board
ill was commanding officer of ot education and lives on Route
the 74th Reconnaissance Air- 2 Box 521 Manchester Ky. He
plane Co., when the action on the jg mrried 'to the former Sally
Long Tau River took place. He Manning.
and his sons, James HI, and
CHARLES EARL BALDWIN
Barry, are residing at 2019 B .« nas lolned ^ EKU 8taff as
Miami Street,Leavenworth, Kan- an 'accountant. He and his wife,
sas.
the former PATRICIA CORNELRICE. 54» ISON, '64, reside at 120 Lelmaur
Mrs. BERTIE

THOMA^.TEAN,

"WHERE YOUR

ALWAYS

L\lumni Day Scheduled May 25

MAIN STREET

and

WATER STREET

pgggg&gjffigg

SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

RICHMOND

POSITIONS NOW OPEN IN PRESSING AND
FINISHING DEPARTMENTS. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. EVENING SHIFT: 4:15 P.M. TO
12:45 P,M.
APPLY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7:10 - 4:00
SATURDAY 7:30-11:30

r

COWDEN. STANFORD CO.
STANFORD. KENTUCKY

COWDEN. SPRINGFIELD CO.
SPRINGFIELD. KENTUCKY

COWDEN. MT. STERLING CO.
MT. STERLING. KENTUCKY

Positions Open In Shipping Departments
Day Shift 7:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

COWDEN, LANCASTER CO.
*
1

CZshapes you for a long,
I cool summer in licorice Arnel/cotton denim
[frosted with white lace; the top newly fitted,
(the skirt all news in its flare. 3-15; top, Ml
ort. 9.11

Navy Blue, White, Orange, Black Shiny Corfam

fllje

LANCASTER. KENTUCKY

COWDEN. MT. STERLING CO.
MT. STERLING. KENTUCKY

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
WE WILL INTERVIEW FOR DEPARTMENT POSITIONS IN PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT MAY 8 - 9:00 • 12:00

GENE SHOP
NORTH SECOND STRST
SUCKS $12

Osier win be eeea every where this spring, and Smartalre's ANGEL LO pump is one of the brightest ways you'll find it Simple
lutes, aad soft MdsUn uppers shape the squared-off-toe and Uttle
keeL Coordinates with a matching handbag.

SHOTS $9

PLACEMENT OFFICE. ROOM 10
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
ffi®8^:*:*:x:::*::::::w^^^
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UNIVERSITY

SSI

present In Concert
if
if

PAUL REVERE AND THE RAIDERS

I

■

featuring MARK LINDSAY

ALUMNI
COLISEUM

■^B ■

.-V

mw

RICHMOND, KY.

W
«
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Monday

MAY 13, 1968
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8:00 P.M.
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TICKETS ON SALE AT CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
$2.50 IN ADVANCE
Don't Forget To Register

For Big Brother

To Be Given Away May 20th
t.K.U.

CAMPUS
BOOK STORE

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
Announces the New
CAMPUS BOOK STORE
RECORD CLUB

•xi

All you do is enroll in our record club and each time
you make a purchase we punch your card. After 8
records are purchased you will receive any record in
our store absolutely FREE! NO increase in price.
Still everyday low prices.
Jastern
OOK
rORE

<m
SSI
>:•:•'■"!
•:■:•:•:•:•:•:■:•:■:•:•:•:•:■:■:•:

•:&::::::!:::::::^

^"^

For

12 3 4 5 6 7 8

CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE"
RECORD CLUB
NAME
BC

PrMMt This Card Each Tlm«
A Purchot. I* Moo«.

Another First for

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

